ENERGY BLAST EVALUATION GUIDE, __________________________, _____________
(Your Name)

(Date of Visit)

The Westside Green Sanctuary Committee would appreciate your visiting the Fort Worth
Science Museum’s Energy Blast exhibit by the end of A pril, 2011, and providing your brief
observations on its efficacy. You might find our suggested guidelines (below) helpful, but just a
few notes on paper or from your notebook, in any format, would be great. The museum is at
1600 Gendy Street, backing on Montgomery between West Lancaster and Harley. Phones are:
817-255-9300, 888-255-9300. Admission is $14 for adults and $10 for kids/seniors.
Before you go, recognize and write down any preconceptions you might have. This will help you
to be more objective and to avoid including them as you observe the exhibit. Take along a small
notebook, a pen, perhaps a camera. Describe Energy Blast and its impact on you. Then, as you
have an opportunity, reflect on what you have seen and note any suggestions and questions.
Suggested G uidelines:
Describe whether it met your expectations?
Describe its best and worst aspects.
Were any negatives or dangers mentioned?

Were all your questions answered?
Is the title of the exhibit appropriate? Why?
How can the exhibit be improved?

What is the relationship of natural gas producers/ donors to this exhibit?
What is their impact? Do they introduce a bias? Is this appropriate in this setting?
How does the exhibit inform you of this relationship?
How might corporate donors best be acknowledged in the Museum’s science exhibits?
When you have finished your written observations, please leave them in the Green Sanctuary
Committee’s mail slot in the church office, or hand them to Linda Hanratty, Linda Jenkins, Bob
Vann, or another member of the committee.
W hat I Saw at E nergy Blast
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